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• Where I grew up?

• From my childhood memories I recall

– The hairdresser, Alexis,

– The boy who played netball with us in the street, our next
door neighbour’s son who insisted on playing the girl child
when we played house-house.

• Boys who played netball and house - house with us were known
in the community where I grew up as “moffies”.

• “Moffie” was also used to refer to boys who cry, when they get
hurt and boys who chose home economics instead of
woodwork.

• “Moffie” was used to refer to boys with “soft”, “feminine” traits.
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• The invention of “moffie” life in popular culture and everyday 

life presents an interesting case to study the performativity of 

heteronormativity and its contestations.

– Heteronormativity - the way it is considered normal for men and

women to love each other/have sex with each other, and abnormal for

men to love and have sex with each other contributes to the social

marginalization of men with same sex desiresmarginalization of men with same sex desires (Cloete, Sanger & Simbayi, 2011)

• Men with same sex desires live outside of the power

structures protecting hegemonic masculinity (Johnson, 2008)

• These men are vulnerable to being labeled as different
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• In this gender hierarchy it becomes acceptable to act hostile

towards an individual who confronts such an authority as

hegemonic masculinity (Donaldson, 1993).hegemonic masculinity (Donaldson, 1993).

– In fact the complete renunciation of same sex desires in hetero-

patriarchal societies is evident in the stigma and discrimination

experienced by men with same sex desires
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• The cultural performance of the “moffie” in

local popular culture and the everyday

performance of being “moffie”

– And how this is related to the seemingly social

acceptance of “moffie” life in the working class

coloured communities of the Western Cape

• How the performance of the “moffie” is linked

to citizenship and belonging
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• Ethnographic approach to data collection

• Preliminary data

– Data presented in this paper is based on one

interview

– Refer to recorded fieldnotes in a notebook during– Refer to recorded fieldnotes in a notebook during

two beauty drag shows

• Only tentative generalizations of the findings will be

possible

– Interpretation of the data is limited since it does

not lend itself to the kind of in-depth analysis that

results from an ethnographic study
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“I am a gay male that that cross-dresses…”

Evanka: And I have to do make do with what I have and then I I
changed my way of doing it but as I I actually said that that is 
standard eight ja it was standard eight that’s when I ca-I 
decided that uhm my sexuality will not define all of who I amdecided that uhm my sexuality will not define all of who I am

Interviewer: Hmm

Evanka: It it is it’s not it’s not gonna I’m not gonna say no okay I 
can’t (go) ‘cause I’m gay I can’t do this or whatever

Interviewer: Hmm

Evanka: And in fact I’m gonna show you this moffie can do it 
much better than you

Interviewer: [laughter]

Evanka: So you can throw your stones and uh whatever
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• Where are beauty drag shows held in the Western Cape?

– Contestants from townships that have been etablished

during the implementation of the Groups Areas Act

– Gangsterism, drugs and guns are widespread (Cooper, 2009)

• Social context informs construction of masculinity (Cooper & Foster, 2008)

• Four different masculinities – marginalised masculinities (Connell,

1995)

– Marginalised by race and class (Cooper & Foster, 2008)

– Machismo – to regain power lost through class and race subjugation
(Cooper, 2009)
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• Gender binaries are reinforced at beauty drag 

shows

“Nomme 15 gaan saammet my huistoe“Nomme 15 gaan saammet my huistoe

vanaand!” (Number 15 is going home with me 

tonight!!). 
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• Common to see men who

view themselves as straight

– dancing with “moffies”

(sometimes as female(sometimes as female

girlfriends or wives look on)

• The act of dancing with

straight-identified men goes

to strengthen the gender

binary they strive to

associate with (Tucker, 2009).
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“It it’s the dark years you go through uh the dark

times…it was it was devastating it was because

I had my little dream of a white picket fenceI had my little dream of a white picket fence

wife and children and it just seemed like… ja

then it seemed like that was was ripped away

from me”
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“I was never uhm gay individuals was never a
prominent part of or I must say any part of my life
growing up”

• Heterosexuality is the dominant way of expressing sexuality and• Heterosexuality is the dominant way of expressing sexuality and
masculinity

• Extensive patrolling and surveillance of gendered behaviours (Tadele,

2011)

• Such policing is instituted by social structures like religion, families,
the justice system
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“I grew up very close with my mother and

my mother is is extremely religious…uhm

to an extreme where she she doesn’t watchto an extreme where she she doesn’t watch

TV and uhm doesn’t does the whole uh

dressing up closing…no open shoes…dresses

until the ankles…so it’s quite I grew up

quite uh sheltered…existence ja life so

uhm”
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Hence disclosure of her same sex desires to her family 
proved to be challenging

Interviewer: So was it difficult then coming out and was it I 
mean how how did your family

Evanka: My familyEvanka: My family

Interviewer: And friends react

Evanka: Uhm there I find I find it was much more 
supportive

Interviewer: Uhm

Evanka: My friends were much more supportive uhm my 
when it when it came to uh my family I very (early) I just 
decided that they didn’t do not need to be to be uhm so 
much in-inc on par or included in in what my love life
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• Negotiates her very visible performance of the feminine in drag shows and

her performance in everyday life.

• Ordinary life as a gay male and her performance of the feminine seems

incongruent to each other. As is evident below:

Evanka: ja it was my first time and I I tried it and was thinking it was I

think I I really made the choice to to have Evanka develop so to say her

own personality and I uhm due to to to to I’ve I’ve relocated a lot and

so I have different circles of friends

Interviewer: Uhm

Evanka: Friendship circles [pause] so it was it was now that uh Evanka

had her own friends
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• To Evanka, making the jump from gay male to drag queen is 

the same as as going from uh from a straight uh a straight 

inverted commas into Evanka. 

“I am a gay male that that cross-dresses…the jump [laughter] ja there “I am a gay male that that cross-dresses…the jump [laughter] ja there 

there is yes and also a glamouring up the alter ego the split 

personality, ja I know it’s just to me it’s just like in in different spheres 

of of your life uhm you you you act differently between your family 

members uh compared to to to your work colleagues…and uh for me 

that that that change is is is the same as as going from uh from a 

straight uh a straight inverted commas into Evanka”
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• For Evanka participating in beauty drag shows

is like high school drama…getting on a stage

and acting

I enjoyed it it was nice to play around it remindedI enjoyed it it was nice to play around it reminded

me of high school drama…getting on a stage and

acting and that’s (the) I enjoyed that uhm ja the

the the what one thing uhm me being naturally

introverted uhm being in drag it uh was it

automatically…forces you to be a extrovert…and
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• Gender as a performance is most apparent in beauty drag shows

• Masquerading as a glamorous woman in popular cultural events provides
a space for “moffies” where gender is performed and the self is stylized
through drag

• Part of this performance of the feminine is being able to successfully
feminise their masculine bodiesfeminise their masculine bodies

• In order for her performance of the feminine to become believable and
authentic to the audience, Evanka, employs an array of tools to feminize
her masculine body

• Clothing is one way that Evanka uses to make the performance of the
feminine authentic and believable.

– Prepares her physical body with her audience, especially masculine
men, in mind – the idea is to help the audience forget her male body
and perform an eroticized femininity considered beautiful – hence
“passing” as a woman and being sexually desired while dragging are
great affirmations of femininity (Swarr, 2004). 23



• Trades little black dress for overalls

• A normative gendered social role in society that is deemed
socially acceptable

• Evanka is a mechanic during the day and has followed in
the tradition of the family’s craftsmanship:

– How did I come into being a mechanic uhm I grew up in a
household where the our family time would be spent around a
car…so we used to uhm growing up (thu…s Thursday’s)the the
hobby (thu…s Thursday’s) the household hobby was building up
especially beetles…and selling them because if we sell them then
we can go on holiday…so everyone pitched in and made it extra
nice…so that uhm I I grew up with that my father is totally
passionate about his work
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• According to Evanka, when she is a mechanic she does not
act femme:

Evanka: But ja so ja is in in the work field there’s always uh I try
to keep keep the the the almost uhm femme sides to a uhm a
minimum…uh because it’s usuallyminimum…uh because it’s usually

Interviewer: There are female mechanics aren’t there?

Evanka: There are female

Interviewer: Female bodies

Evanka: Ja ja there are there’s quite a few… but I found that uh
generally people uhm underestimate you… people
underestimate your capabilities or…as soon as you have if you
look a certain part they assume that you you are best at doing
hair than… than fixing their car
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• She also refrains from using gay terminology:

It’s just I would I would ref-ref-refrain from using

uh gay terminology in front of customersuh gay terminology in front of customers
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• In order for the performance of the masculine to become real or
believable to the audience (i.e. her co-workers)

• Consciously acts butch as she puts it, she tries to keep the the the
almost femme sides to uhm a minimum.

Evanka: Seeing that people do they they want to have they want to be
uhm almost they’re more comforted if they believe that you are
totally capable of doing the job and for some reason they think it’s
for a mechanic one one uhm aspect of being a mechanic is being
butch

Interviewer: Uhm…

Evanka: And you can’t be a a proper mechanic if you’re not butch
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• Various strategies to be able to authentically

perform the feminine and the masculine

• Self-stylization of body - constructing,

maintaining and communicating (i.e.maintaining and communicating (i.e.

performing) gendered identities (Jacob, 1999).

• To “put on” femininity and masculinity

– Gender is not ‘natural’ (Strubel-Scheiner, 2011) it is in itself a

performative act (Butler, 1990)
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• Legislation guarantees the right to sexual choice
(Calitz, 2009).

• A legal right is created to protect the freedom to
express ones sexual orientation and this invokes a
sense of belonging and citizenship.sense of belonging and citizenship.
– Both men (and women) with same sex desires have

come out and have enjoyed more visibility and
protection since these legal equalities were endorsed
(Graziano, 2004 a, b).

– Men with same sex desires act in a performance of
difference; i.e. a performance that contests the social
role prescribed for men.
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• Performed difference from what is expected of being a
man, men engaged in these performances are often
marginalized (Donaldson, 1993).

• “Moffie” life is a representation of same sex desire
between men that is highly visible and its social sanctioning
is reflected in annual gay pageants and gay pride events.is reflected in annual gay pageants and gay pride events.

• Space and time that is both tolerant of difference and at
the same time rejects same sex identification by the
stigmatization thereof.

• Tension between the celebration of “difference” that is
personified in the South African Constitution and the
politics of belonging.
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